Joe came into the office right on time, crept by Ms. Harris's cubicle, and seated himself at his computer. He switched the Dell on and then waited the ten minutes it took to start up. Once logged in, he opened a web browser and loaded up Meow Meow Anim, eager to see if Meow had made a new post. MMA had indeed been updated.

Joe chuckled to himself at the new post's title:

"Demon rampage in Berkeley"

He clicked on the title and waited for the post to load, preparing to digest another long-winded post by Meow. A month ago, he might have read it with fervor, not doubting a single word of it. But after Meow's post four days earlier about the Bible and NHG, Joe no longer revered the site and its contents. Meow was just a human at some computer somewhere who could make mistakes as anyone else.

Without the heroic image Joe had always seen Meow as having, the idea of reading his site suddenly became less attractive. Meow wasn't known for using interesting pictures, or using any pictures at all, when posting off the topic of animation. This "Demon rampage in Berkeley" sounded like it would be yet another wall of overly-sophisticated text. At least it might be a joke, or something, as opposed to that irritating Bible post which had been completely serious. The chances of it being funny were low, but it might still turn out to be a joke. Meow did that sometimes. Crossing his fingers, Joe examined the post in its entirety.

"Yeah, there was some demon or something in Berkeley in the wee hours this morning. I'm not really at liberty to speak of this in depth. Actually, no one is. So I won't say anything. But here's a link to this site 'Blue Sky'—it's a photography blog run by a student at the University of California in Berkeley, and it has pictures of last night's events. My colleagues have yet to shut down the site, so go check it out."

That was the end of Meow's post. Joe smiled; reading had been a lot less painful than it could have been. Joe clicked the link and waited while dorito.us loaded. It took a long time as the page was full of high resolution photos of sunrises and sunsets... and, noted Joe with a raised eyebrow, a demon.

"What the..." muttered Joe as he scrolled up and down. "This guy's good at computer animation!"

A fan of the stuff, he wrote a concise little comment at the bottom of the page, informing the blog author—a fellow whose domain 'dorito' served as his handle—that he'd done a good job with his latest project. "The sky shots from before today are kinda lame," added Joe as he thoughtfully typed away, "why don't you forget about photography and focus on art?"
